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Copy and paste the following into the OVID EMBASE search box:

(Opaskawayak or Little Saskatchewan or Fisher River Cree or Peguis or Sagkeeng or Roseau River or Norway House or Sapotaweyak or Wuskwi Siphik or Skownan or Dauphin River or Pinaymootang or Kinonjeoshtegon or O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi or Tootinaowaziibeeng or Lake Manitoba or Keeseekoowenin or Waywayseecappo or Birdtail Sioux or Canupawakpa or Dakota Tipi or Brokenhead Ojibway or Northlands Nursing Station or Lac Brochet or Sayisi Cree or Tadoule Lake or Brochet or O-Pipon-Na-Piwin or South Indian Lake or Mathias Colomb or Pukatawagan or Tataskweyak or York Landing or Nisichawayasihk or Nelson House or Shamattawa or Bunibonibee or Manto Sipi or God's River or God's Lake or Red Sucker Lake or St Theresa Point or Wasagamack or Pauingassi or Berens River Bloodvein).mp. or ((Sandy Bay or Long Plan or Sioux Valley or Fox Lake or War Lake or Pine Creek or Lake St Martin or Hollow Water or Little Black River or Rolling River or Dakota Plains or Swan Lake or Oxford House or Cross Lake or Split Lake or Barren Lands or Garden Hill or Poplar River or Little Grand Rapids).mp. and (exp Canada/ or Canad*.mp.)) or (( exp Indians, North American/ or exp Health Services, Indigenous/ or exp Medicine, Traditional/ or exp Shamanism/ or exp Ethnopharmacology/ or Indigenous*.mp. or Aboriginal*.mp. or Amerindian*.mp. or Autochtone*.mp. or First Nation.mp. or First Nations.mp. or Metis.mp. or (traditional adj1 (medicine* or heal* or food* or health*)).mp. or Urban Indian*.mp. or "on reserve".mp. or "off reserve".mp. or country food*.mp. or shaman*.mp. or medicine m?n.mp. or medicine wom?n.mp. or ((native* or Indian or Indians) adj2 (person or persons or man or woman or men or women or child* or youth or youths or population* or people* or band or bands)).mp.) and (Manitoba*.mp. or Winnipeg.mp. or Brandon.mp. or St Boniface.mp. or Dauphin.mp. or Flin Flon.mp. or Morden.mp. or Portage la Prairie.mp. or Selkirk.mp. or Steinbach.mp. or Thompson.mp. or Winkler.mp.))
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